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Protein biomarkers of cancer allow a dramatic improvement in cancer diagnostics as compared to traditional histological characterisation of tumours by enabling non-invasive analysis of cancer development and treatment. Here, an electrochemical label-free assay for urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA), a universal biomarker of several cancers, has been developed based on the recently selected uPA-specific fluorinated RNA aptamer, tethered to a gold electrode via a phosphorothioated dA tag, and soluble redox indicators. Binding properties of the uPA-aptamer couple and interference from non-specific adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA) were modulated by the electrode surface charge. A 1 nM uPA electroanalysis at positively charged surfaces, complicated by the competitive adsorption of BSA, was tuned to the pM uPA analysis at negative surface charges of the electrode, being improved in the presence of negatively charged BSA. The aptamer affinity for uPA displayed via the binding/dissociation constant relationship correspondingly increased, ca. three orders of magnitude, from 0.441 to 367. Under optimal conditions, the aptasensor allowed 10^{-12} - 10^{-9} M uPA analysis, also in serum, being practically useful for clinical applications. The proposed strategy for optimization of the electrochemical protein sensing is of particular importance for assessment and optimization of in vivo protein ligand binding by surface-tethered aptamers.

Introduction

Timely performed cancer diagnosis is critical for successful treatment of cancer and prognosis of tumour progression and individual response to treatment. The routinely used histological analysis of tumours somehow restricts cancer diagnosis to either external or internal late-stage tumours that may be already too late to treat, and current efforts are focused on selection and analysis of such biomarkers of cancer that can be found in physiological fluids, such as serum/blood, saliva, and urine, and used for molecular-level characterisation of tumours. In this context, certain proteins dis-regulated in specific types of cancer may be considered as reliable cancer biomarkers, in particular, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) recommended by the American Cancer Society for prostate cancer screening in serum, breast- and ovarian cancer indicative HER-2/neu, human ovarian biomarker CA125, and lymphoma-and colorectal cancer-related CD30. Recent studies showed that urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) can be considered as a prognostic biomarker of several types of cancer. The urokinase activation system formed by a cascade of proteolytic enzymes and regulators is involved in degradation of extracellular matrix proteins and cellular migration during cancer invasion and metastasis. uPA itself is a serine protease of ca. 54 kDa secreted in its inactive pro-uPA form that binds to the cell-surface uPA receptor uPAR. Upon binding, pro-uPA is activated to uPA that regulates the action of other proteases and is able to catalyse the cleavage of plasminogen to plasmin, leading to the extracellular proteolysis. Increased uPA levels are correlated with the development of ovarian cancer, squamous cell carcinoma, and breast cancer, and thus may be used for reliable diagnosis of cancer, either by immunohistochemistry or ELISA.

Protein assays exploiting aptamers, especially their inexpensive and instrumentally simple electrochemical formats, may be considered as a challenging alternative to immunoenzymes. High-specificity of aptamers that can be in vitro selected for almost all possible ligands transforms aptamers into exclusive biorecognition units, which binding properties and instrumental translation of the biorecognition reaction can be modulated and optimized in a variety of ways, such as the overall non-trivial design of aptamer sequences and variation of the electrode and medium properties. Such optimisation is particularly important in in vivo and in vitro clinical protein assays (e.g. thrombin, lysozyme, platelet-derived growth factor, and interferon assays) practically complicated by low
physiological concentrations of protein biomarkers and interferences from non-specific adsorption of other proteins present in physiological samples.

Recently, a series of RNA aptamers with high affinity for uPA have been selected.\(^4\)\(^9\) 79 and 33 nucleotide (nts) RNA sequences exhibited affinities for uPA, estimated as a half-maximum inhibitory concentration \(IC_{50}\), of 5 nM and 11.6 nM, correspondingly. The aptamers strongly inhibited interactions between uPA and uPAR, as well as activation of plasminogen, and thus were chosen for electrochemical analysis of uPA. To stabilize the aptamers against ribonuclease digestion and chemical cleavage, the RNA aptamer sequences were selected from the pool of RNAs with hydrogen in 2’ hydroxyl group of the ribose ring substituted for fluorine (Figure 1). The fluorinated aptamers showed higher affinity for uPA as compared to the non-modified ones.\(^5\)

![Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the RNA aptasensor for uPA and structures of (B) 33 nts RNA aptamer, (C) phosphorothioate deoxadenosine and (D) 2’-fluorinated ribonucleotide](image)

An electrochemical assay with soluble redox indicators\(^5\) was chosen as a cost-effective approach that does not require expensive redox labelling of the fluorinated RNA aptamer and still allows reliable and straightforward analysis of the protein-aptamer binding producing essential interfacial changes.\(^4\)\(^8\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\)

The aptamer was tethered to the electrode surface via a phosphorothioated adenosine tag (dA\(^\ast\) tag, Figure 1B), enzymatically introduced into the 3’-end of the RNA aptamer sequence (Figure 1). DNA immobilization onto gold via the dA\(^\ast\) tag demonstrated improved stability of the DNA-gold binding as compared to the commonly used alkanethiol linkers, while, at the same time, cheapening of the production of the tag-modified fluorinated RNA aptamer sequence as compared to the automated RNA synthesis protocols.\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)

uPA binding to the surface-tethered aptamer was electrochemically interrogated at differently charged electrode surfaces corresponding to the potential windows of two redox indicators used, ferricyanide and methylene blue (MB). That allowed electrostatic and redox indicator-associated modulation of the electrode-solution interfacial properties relative binding of uPA and a competitive protein, BSA, to the surface-tethered aptamer. The aptamer affinity for its ligand protein was also improved, becoming three orders of magnitude higher compared to that shown in solution.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

Bovine serum albumin (BSA, MW 66.5 kDa, pI 4.7), methylene blue (MB), urea and all the components of buffer solutions were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. Fetal bovine serum was from Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was from AppliChem GmbH, Germany, human two-chain uPA (MW 48.5 kDa, pI 8.8) was from Wakamoto Pharmaceutical Company, Japan, 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MC\(_{6}OH\)) was from Fluka, Germany, potassium ferricyanide (K\(_{3}\)Fe(CN)\(_{6}\)) was from Merck, Germany and SH-C\(_{11}\)-(ethylene glycol)\(_{3}\)-OH (SH-C\(_{11}\)-(EG)\(_{3}\)-OH) from ProChimia Surfaces, Poland. All solutions were prepared with Milli-Q water (18 MΩ, Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). Control DNA sequence with a dA\(^\ast\) tag at 3’-end: 5’-GTT GTG CAG CGC CTC ACA AC A*A*A*A*A*A*-3’ was synthesized by Metabion International AG, Martinsried, Germany.

The 2′-F uPA aptamer with poly-dA\(^\ast\) phosphorothioated tag was prepared according to the following protocol. RNA aptamer was transcribed from a double stranded DNA template (TATGAATTCAATATACGACTCATAAGGTGCGCTGTATAACTAACACGCAGCTTACC) using T7 Y639F. Transcription was carried for 16 h at 37 °C in 80 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, containing 20 mM MgCl\(_{2}\), 30 mM DTT, 1 mM spermidine-HCL, 100 μg mL\(^{-1}\) BSA, 2.5 mM each ATP and GTP (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) and 2.5 mM each 2′-dATP and 2′-dUTP (Metken Chemistry, Finland). RNA was subsequently gel purified and extracted using electroelution. The integrity of the RNA was verified by electrophoresis and the quality of the RNA was checked by UV absorbance measurements. For 3’-end labelling, 200 pmol of RNA was incubated with PolyA polymerase (New England Biolabs, USA) and 1 mM phosphorothioated adenosine (ATP\(_{\gamma}S\)) for 30 min. Successful labelling was confirmed by gel electrophoresis. Following tag labelling, the RNA was subjected to phenol/chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation.

**Electrode Modification**

Prior to electrochemical measurements, gold electrodes (2 mm diameter, CH, Instruments, Austin, USA) were incubated in piranha solution (H\(_{2}\)SO\(_{4}\), H\(_{2}\)O\(_{2}\), 1:3 (v/v)) for 30 min and then washed with water. Then the electrodes were electrochemically cleaned in 0.5 M NaOH by cycling the electrode between -0.5 and -1.4 V (10 cycles, scan rate 0.05 V s\(^{-1}\)), mechanically polished on a microcloth pad in 1 μm diamond and 0.1 μm alumina slurries (Struers, Copenhagen, Denmark) followed by rinsing with water and ultrasonication in the ethanol/water solution (1:1 (v/v)) for 10 min, and finally electrochemically polished in 1 M H\(_{2}\)SO\(_{4}\) (cycling from -0.3 to 1.7 V, 10 cycles, scan rate 0.3 V s\(^{-1}\)) and in 0.5 M H\(_{2}\)SO\(_{4}\)/10 mM KCl (cycling from 0 to 1.7 V, 10 cycles, scan rate 0.3 V s\(^{-1}\)). The electrochemical surface area of electrodes estimated by integration of the gold surface oxide reduction peak in 0.1 H\(_{2}\)SO\(_{4}\) was 0.069 ± 0.013 cm\(^{2}\). The clean electrodes were thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q water and then kept in absolute ethanol before any modification.

The aptamer/MC\(_{6}OH\)-modified electrodes were prepared by placing 10 μL of 5 μM RNA aptamer solution (in 5 mM
NaH$_2$PO$_4$/Na$_2$HPO$_4$ containing 50 mM NaCl and 100 mM MgCl$_2$, pH 7) onto the electrode surface, covered with a lid and incubated at 4°C overnight. The aptamer-modified electrodes were then rinsed with a buffer solution and incubated in 2 mM solution of MC$_6$OH in 20 mM NaH$_2$PO$_4$/Na$_2$HPO$_4$, containing 0.15 M NaCl (PBS), pH 7.4, for 30 min. The aptamer/SH-C$_{11}$-(EG)$_2$-OH-modified electrodes were prepared by incubating aptamer-modified electrode in 2 mM SH-C$_{11}$-(EG)$_2$-OH in 20 mM PBS for 1 h. The MC$_6$OH-modified electrodes were prepared by incubation in solution of 2 mM MC$_6$OH in PBS, pH 7.4, for 30 min, while the SH-C$_{11}$-(EG)$_2$-OH -modified electrodes were prepared by incubation in solution of 2 mM SH-C$_{11}$-(EG)$_2$-OH in PBS, pH 7.4, for 1 h. After rinsing with PBS, the electrodes were directly used for experiments. For protein analysis, the aptamer-modified electrodes were incubated for 30 min in protein-containing either PBS, pH 7.4, or PBS containing 10% serum. After incubation, the electrodes were rinsed with PBS and used for electrochemical measurements. In processing serum data, they were referred to the signals observed after exposure of the electrodes to 10% serum/PBS in the absence of uPA.

**Instrumentation**

All electrochemical experiments were conducted in a conventional three-electrode cell using Autolab electrochemical systems (AUT8520, Metrohm, Utrecht, Netherlands) equipped with a NOVA-1.8.17 software. A Pt wire and an Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) electrodes were utilized as auxiliary and reference electrode, respectively. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were recorded at 0.2 V with K$_3$Fe(CN)$_6$ and at -0.225 V with MB as redox indicator (frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.4 Hz). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) in presence of MB was conducted in the range from 0 to -0.5 V and scan rates from 3 to 0.05 V s$^{-1}$ and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was performed in the range from 0 to -0.5 V, pulse amplitude 25 mV, step potential 5 mV, apparent scan rate 0.1 V s$^{-1}$. Prior experiments, working solutions were deaerated with Ar for 5 min and then kept under Ar flow during the whole experimental period, though this procedure did not affect the final results.

**Results and Discussion**

Electroanalysis of biological molecules can be complicated by undesirable adsorption of proteins present in physiological fluid such as blood/serum containing predominantly serum albumins (2/3 of the total protein content) and globulins (1/3). In a small-molecule analysis their interference may be overcome by sample filtration, which is not applicable to the protein analysis, and thus alternative ways of combatting non-specific protein adsorption should be considered. Electrode surface antifouling modification and appropriate experimental conditions such as solution composition and potential window of the assay may allow to diminish and even exclude interference of non-specific protein adsorption on the assay outcome.

**Impedimetric analysis of uPA binding with ferricyanide as a redox indicator**

Non-specific adsorption of BSA was most pronounced at a bare gold surface (Figure S1), as revealed by the routinely used assay with a soluble redox indicator ferricyanide. BSA blocks the electrode surface and impedes the redox reaction of the indicator, while modification of the electrode by MC$_6$OH and DNA improves the antifouling properties of the surface (ESI, Figure S1). Then, a well-developed electrochemistry of the ferri/ferrocyanide couple can be followed both from CVs and EIS recorded with the MC$_6$OH-modified and DNA/MC$_6$OH-modified electrodes after their interaction with BSA (ESI; Figures S1, S2).

Interestingly, serum depressed only the electrochemical signal at bare gold electrodes, while for all other systems the redox reaction of ferricyanide in the absence and presence of serum proceeded with close efficiencies (Figure S3, S4). Quite similar data were obtained with uPA, also in the presence of BSA (ESI, Figure S5-S7). For both proteins, BSA and uPA, their non-specific adsorption on MC$_6$OH, SH-C$_{11}$-(EG)$_2$-OH, and arbitrary DNA-modified electrodes was insufficient to produce a statistically attributable change in the electrochemical signal, such as electron transfer resistance, $R_{ET}$, represented by the charge transfer semicircle in the impedance spectra (no pronounced increase in $R_{CT}$ that might be expected for the protein-blocked surface).

In contrast, a concentration dependent change in the $R_{ET}$ reflecting a specific binding of uPA to the RNA aptamer sequence tethered to the gold surface via the phosphorothioated dA* tag could be followed in Figure 2A, inset, starting from 1 nM uPA. Under experimental conditions used (pH 7.4) the uPA protein is positively charged. Then, its specific binding to the aptamer should result in structural rearrangement of the aptamer (“condensation”-like) increasing the negative surface charge density and also introducing an additional electron transfer (ET) barrier, by this impeding the ET reaction of ferricyanide on the protein/RNA layer.

The EIS response of the aptamer-modified electrode (MC$_6$OH as a co-adsorbate) displayed a characteristic high-frequency charge transfer semicircle, reflecting the resistance of the modified electrode in the ET reaction of ferricyanide, and a low-frequency Warburg region consistent with the diffusion of the indicator to the electrode surface (Figure 2A, inset). The data were fitted to the Randles circuit consisting of the solution resistance, ET resistance $R_{ET}$, electric double layer (EDL) capacitance and the Warburg element. The $R_{ET}$ increased with the increasing uPA concentration, and the $R_{ET}$ variation normalized to the $R_{s}$ value in the absence of uPA ($\Delta R_{ET} = R_{ET} - R_{ET,0}$) indeed depended on the uPA concentration (Figure 2A), indicating the uPA binding to the aptamer-modified surface.

To find the best coordinates for analysis of uPA binding to the aptamer-modified surface, the total impedance $|Z|$ and phase shift ($\theta$) dependences on the frequency, represented by the Bode plots were constructed (Figure 2B). It can be seen that the most unambiguous signal changes occur in the low, 1 to 10 Hz frequency range, where the total impedance essentially increased with uPA concentration. For the phase shift an inversion of the signal variation occurred at 5 Hz. Impedimetric response variations at frequencies above 10 kHz were minor and not monotonic (Figure S12, ESI). Therefore, it was clear that binding of uPA to the aptamer induces the most significant signal changes at low frequencies and those data are most useful for analysis of the protein-aptamer binding.
Fig. 2. (A) Variation of the ET resistance, $\Delta R_{ET}$, with the protein concentrations constructed from the EIS data recorded with the aptamer-modified electrode for 30 min incubated in solutions of (1) uPA, (2) uPA and 100 nM BSA, (3) BSA and (4) uPA and serum. The data were fitted to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm and Scatchard’s model. (Inset) Nyquist plots for the same electrodes recorded in (1) PBS and after 30 min incubation in (2) 1, (3) 10, and (4) 100 nM uPA solutions; the Randles circuit used for fitting EIS data shown.

(B) Bode plots for the aptamer-electrode recorded in (1) PBS and after 30 min incubation in (2) 1, (3) 10 and (4) 100 nM uPA solutions.

Measurement potential: 0.2 V, frequency range: 100 kHz - 0.4 Hz; redox indicator: 2 mM K$_3$Fe(CN)$_6$ in 20 mM PBS, pH 7.4.

Since the EIS signal change stemmed from the protein binding, the surface binding equilibrium and kinetics were evaluated by fitting the $\Delta R_{ET}$-[uPA] data to the simplest adsorption and binding isotherms, such as the Langmuir adsorption isotherm:

$$S = S_{max} \times K_b \times [P] / (1 + K_b \times [P])$$

and that of the Scatchard model:

$$S = S_{max} / (K_d + [P]),$$

where $S$ is the electrochemical signal, $K_b$ is the constant reflecting the relation between the protein binding/dissociation constants at aptamer–modified surface, $K_d$ is the dissociation constant, and [P] is the protein concentration. The $K_b$ and $K_d$ were also calculated from the $|Z|$ and $\theta$ data, and values very similar to those evaluated from the $\Delta R_{ET}$-[uPA] dependence were obtained.

It can be seen from the fitting analysis that binding of uPA to the aptamer-modified surface yields $K_b < 1$, indicating slightly higher dissociation rate (Table 1). The dissociation constant $K_d$ of 2.27 nM approached the values shown in solution.

### Table 1. Binding and dissociation constants obtained with the aptamer/MC$_6$OH-modified electrodes at positively charged (q\(^+\), ferricyanide as a redox indicator) and negatively charged (q\(^-\), methylene blue as a redox indicator) electrode surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$K_b$ (q(^+)) from $\Delta R_{ET}$</th>
<th>$K_b$ (q(^-)) from ((I-I$_0$)/I$_0$) x 100%</th>
<th>$K_d$ (q(^+))/nM from $\Delta R_{ET}$</th>
<th>$K_d$ (q(^-))/nM from ((I-I$_0$)/I$_0$) x 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uPA</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uPA/100</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>367.0</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nM BSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uPA/serum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.a.: non-applicable

Specificity of the uPA biorecognition by the surface-tethered aptamer was tested in the presence of negatively charged BSA, shown to electrostatically regulate and actually improve specificity of uPA binding to the aptamer in solution. The impedimetric response in the presence of 100 nM BSA steadily increased with the increasing concentration of uPA (Figures S8, ESI and 2A, curve 2), and a minor improvement in the dissociation constant ($K_d$ of 1.76 nM) was observed. However, considering positive charges of the electrode surface, it was suggested that BSA molecules might compete with the uPA for surface binding sites. Control experiments performed solely with...
BSA indicated that BSA adsorbed onto the aptamer-modified electrode surface (Figure S9, ESI), though with the apparent efficiency lower than uPA (Figure 2A, curve 3). It is important to note, that even minor adsorption of the negatively charged BSA could lead to the pronounced changes of the EIS signal, resulting from the additional electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charge ferricyanide. Nonspecific interactions of BSA with the RNA-aptamer-modified surface were quite strong, with the $K_d$ of 0.77 and the $K_d$ of 1.299 nM, and BSA adsorption could not be reduced neither by the MC$_3$OH replacement by a longer blocking agent, SH-C$_{(x)}$-EG-$OH$, nor by ionic surfactants such as SDS$^{59}$ (Figures S10 and S11, ESI). Along with that, the BSA interference with the uPA assay was not additive: namely, the signal increase due to the uPA binding in the presence of BSA was much less than might be expected from the individual BSA and uPA signals (Figure 2A).

Interestingly, ferricyanide/DNA-aptamer assays for cationic thrombin$^{61,62}$ and lysozyme$^{45}$ were shown not to be affected by BSA, though BSA is known to produce ionic complexes with DNA in solution.$^{63}$ BSA adsorption on the DNA-modified electrodes studied here was also insignificant in terms of EIS signal variation (Figure S1, ESI). That implies a quite specific structural and/or electrostatic regulation of the BSA binding to the RNA aptamer tethered to the electrode surface.

Albumins are most abundant proteins in the blood/serum,$^{56}$ and since BSA adsorption on the positively charged RNA-aptamer-modified surface was significant, even worse situation would be expected in more complex media such as serum, with serum proteins non-specifically adsorbing onto the RNA-aptamer modified surface.$^{54,56}$ To minimize BSA adsorption, further electroanalysis was performed with a methylene blue redox probe operating within the negative potential window, where adsorption of serum proteins was shown to be insignificant and not interfering with electrochemical assays.$^{38,56}$

**Impedimetric analysis of uPA with methylene blue as a redox indicator**

MB as a redox indicator offers several advantages over ferricyanide, due to the negative potential window of its redox activity and ability to bind to both proteins and nucleic acids.$^{28,50}$ This might allow to avoid interference from nonspecific adsorption of proteins.$^{31}$ uPA binding to the aptamer-modified electrode was impedimetrically studied in presence of MB, and ESI spectra different from those in presence of $K_2$Fe(CN)$_6$ where recorded (compare Figure 3A and Figure 2A, inset).

---

**Figure 3.** The EIS spectra, presented in (A) Nyquist plot and (B) Bode plot coordinates, recorded with the aptamer-modified electrode in 1 μM MB solution in 20 mM PBS, pH 7.4, before and after 30 min incubation in 1 pM - 100 nM uPA solutions. The measurement potential was -0.225 V. (Inset) Dependence of Δ|$Z$| and phase shift ($\theta$) on the uPA concentration at 0.4 Hz.

The EIS spectra recorded in MB solutions did not show the charge-transfer semicircle, earlier observed with ferricyanide as a soluble redox indicator, though a consistent change in the impedance signal could be followed with the increasing concentration of uPA (Figure 3). At low frequencies, the total impedance increased linearly within the 10 - 1000 pM uPA concentration range (Figure 3A, inset) and a similar tendency of the impedimetric signal variation was observed for the impedance phase shift (Figure 3B and S13, ESI). Those results evidence higher sensitivity of the uPA analysis, with the $K_d$ values of 0.15 nM and 0.02 nM estimated from the |$Z$| - [uPA] and $\theta$ - [uPA] dependences, correspondingly (Table S1, ESI). Those values are at least one order of magnitude lower than the $K_d$ obtained in the ferricyanide assay. The uPA-aptamer binding properties were also improved in presence of BSA, with the $K_d$ for the formation of the aptamer–uPA–BSA complex of 0.001 nM (estimated from the phase shift), while in case of |$Z$| there was no clear tendency of signal change. The $K_d$ values for the BSA binding to the aptamer-modified surface, calculated from the |$Z$| and $\theta$ data, were of 6.66 nM and 0.09 nM, respectively (Figure S14, Table...
S1, ESI). Thus, a non-specific interaction of BSA with the RNA-modified electrode surface appeared to be less pronounced at negative charges of the electrode surface, with MB as a redox indicator, than in the case of the ferricyanide assay.

On comparison of the data, a significant discrepancy in the $K_d$ values estimated from such EIS parameters as $|Z|$ and $\theta$ can be followed, stemming from too small EIS signal variations. The overall reaction mechanism associated with MB interactions with the modified electrode seemed to be different from the diffusion-limited electrochemistry of ferricyanide, for which a well-defined charge-transfer semicircle was always observed. Presumably, different modes of interactions between MB and the RNA aptamer-modified electrode were responsible both for improved assay sensitivity and specificity and for insufficiently pronounced impedimetric signals. In the latter case, EIS was evidently not the best technique for analysis (Figure 3A), and cyclic voltammetry was used to improve the assay performance and study the reaction mechanism.

**Voltammetric analysis of uPA with methylene blue as a redox indicator**

CV analysis of the MB redox transformation at the RNA-aptamer-modified electrodes revealed a characteristic couple of redox peaks with a mean potential of -223±4 mV and a linear peak current variation with a square root of the potential scan rate (Figure 4). Thus, the overall ET reaction was limited by the MB diffusion to the electrode surface $^{64}$ with the ET rate constant of 0.019 cm s$^{-1}$ estimated by the Nicholson approach$^{65}$ Therewith, the cathodic process was characterized rather by a wave than a peak, which complicated the analysis of “peak” current values.

Binding of uPA to the RNA-aptamer-modified electrode resulted in a change of a voltammetric wave form and a 13 mV positive shift in the mean peak potential value, to -210±4 mV (Figure 4B, Figure 5, inset), correlating with a higher positive charge in the EDL induced by binding of the positively charged uPA. After protein binding, the ET reaction became a surface-controlled process, characterised by the linear dependence of the MB peak currents on the potential scan rate. ET rate constant, $k_{ET}$, estimated by the Laviron approach$^{66}$ was 80.8 s$^{-1}$. Identical transitions from the diffusion-limited to surface-confined electrochemistry was also observed for uPA binding to the RNA-aptamer-modified surface in the presence of 100 nM BSA and for nonspecific adsorption of BSA, with the $k_{ET}$ of 55.3 s$^{-1}$ and 97.3 s$^{-1}$, correspondingly.

![Fig. 4. Representative CVs for recorded with the RNA aptamer/MC$_6$OH-modified electrode in 1 µM MB solution in 20 mM PBS, pH 7.4. (A) before and (B) after incubation in 100 nM uPA; potential scan rate changes from 3 to 0.05 V s$^{-1}$. Insets: Dependence of the CV peak currents on the scan rate/square root of the scan rate.](image)

Binding of the increasing amounts of uPA to the RNA aptamer tethered to the Au surface resulted in a gradual decrease in the MB signal, starting already from 1 pM uPA (Figure 4) and being particularly pronounced for anodic currents ($I_{ano}$). Protein binding to the aptamer-modified electrode surface hindered free diffusion of MB to the electrode and resulted in the surface-confined ET reaction of MB molecules, then adsorbed on the protein. The balance of these two reactions resulted in the decreasing voltammetric signal with the increasing concentration of uPA. Interestingly, the extent of the signal decrease was different in CV and DPV (Figure 5), due to different abilities of these two techniques to discriminate between the surface-confined and diffusion limited ET reaction.$^{67,68}$

Thus, CV analysis enabled to correlate the minor EIS signal variations with the change in the mechanism of ET after protein binding to the aptamer-modified surface. Therewith, MB molecules are known to bind to any protein molecules$^{34}$. The surface concentration of proteins can be different and, in our case, depended on the specificity and strength of the protein binding to the modified surface. The CV data were fitted to the Langmuir
adsorption and Scatchard models (Eqs. 1 and 2) with S expressed as a relative current change \(\frac{I_E-I_0}{I_0} = \frac{I_{\text{mod}}}{I_{\text{mod}}^\text{max}}\) recorded in 1 
µM MB before the reaction with proteins).

A dramatic improvement of the aptamer binding properties could be followed at the negatively charged electrode surface: the 
\(K_d\) (reflecting the protein binding-dissociation equilibrium during formation of the uPA-aptamer complex) increased to 86.74, while the dissociation constant dropped down to 0.012 nM, by this three orders of magnitude improvement in the specificity and strength of binding being achieved. These data were consistent with the results of impedimetric measurements. The RNA aptamer affinity for uPA was further increased in the presence of BSA, reflected in the \(K_d\) and \(K_d\) of 367 and 0.003 nM, respectively (Figures 5, inset, and S15, ESI). Though nonspecific interactions of BSA with the aptamer-modified surface were not eliminated (Figures 5, inset, and S16, ESI), the false-positive signal induced by this process became less significant in the assay with MB (Table 1), with less than 30% signal interference from BSA once uPA was present in solution (uPA unsaturated conditions).

### Electroanalysis of uPA in the presence of serum

Finally, the possibility of the uPA analysis in serum was assessed by both EIS with ferricyanide and CV analysis with MB as a redox indicator. In both cases, the intensity of measured signals essentially decreased for serum-containing samples, apparently due to nonspecific adsorption of serum proteins onto the aptamer-modified electrode surface (ESI, Figures S17 and S18, inset B).

With ferricyanide as a redox indicator, fouling of the electrode surface by serum proteins was so strong, that the variation of the EIS signal with the uPA concentration was insufficiently pronounced for the robust analysis of different concentration levels of uPA (Figure 2A, curve 4). Similar inhibitory effects of serum proteins on the aptasensor performance at positive charges of the electrode surface were observed in electroanalysis of theophylline. Though the “alarm” signal from 1 nM uPA could be read out, its calibration was not feasible, which does not allow quantification of the uPA levels, important for cancer diagnosis.

Neither the Langmuir isotherm nor to the Scatchard model gave reasonable fitting of the data.

In the assay with MB, despite the original decrease of the voltammetric signal intensity after the aptamer-modified electrode was exposed to the serum, a distinct calibration of the CV signal with the increasing uPA concentration in serum, starting from 1 pM uPA, was followed (Figure 5, inset A, and ESI, Figure S18). Data were fitted to the Scatchard model, yielding the dissociation constant \(K_d\) of 0.006 nM, this value being close to that observed for the uPA-aptamer binding in the presence of BSA (Table 1). Fitting of the data to the Langmuir isotherm was not possible, consistent with a higher complexity of the uPA adsorption behaviour in such complex biological medium as serum. The most important, in the case of the assay with MB as a redox indicator, performed at negative charges of the electrode surface, interference from serum proteins appeared to be not so detrimental as in the case of ferricyanide, and the robust quantification of the uPA content in serum can be done within the 1 pM – 1 nM concentration range clinically requested.

### Conclusions

Thus, in the assay with MB at the negatively charged electrode surface the uPA binding properties of the RNA aptamer were improved compared to the assay with ferricyanide, at the positively charged electrode surface. This can be attributed to different modes of interactions between the redox indicators and the aptamer-modified electrodes. In one case, primarily the diffusion of ferricyanide to the electrode was affected by the free- and protein-bound aptamer-modified surface, while in another case, the principle reaction mechanism changed upon protein binding. In the absence of ligand the contribution of the upright (not lying flat) orientation of the negatively charged aptamer at the negatively charged electrode surface may also contribute to the change in the ET mechanism responsible for the signal variation and better sensitivity of the assay. The aptamer freely standing at the negatively charged electrode surface may provide better surface access for diffusing MB molecules and be more accessible for protein binding as well. With protein binding the electrode surface becomes blocked and the overall process becomes limited by the ET reaction of MB bound to the protein-aptamer layer.

Here, electroanalysis of the cancer biomarker protein, uPA, was performed with a recently discovered uPA-specific RNA aptamer, tethered to gold electrode via enzymatically introduced phosphorothioated adenosine tag, and two indicators operating within different potential windows: ferricyanide and methylene blue, MB. Each of the redox indicators exhibited a distinct mode of interaction with the aptamer-modified surface. Protein assaying with ferricyanide was complicated by non-specific adsorption of BSA, though with a 1 nM detection limit and binding affinities consistent with the results reported for the solution biorecognition reaction. Electroanalysis with MB, at negative charges of the electrode surface, allowed sensitive and
more specific 1 pM analysis of uPA, as a result of the improved apparent affinity of the surface-tethered RNA aptamer towards uPA. The advanced MB assay performance was associated with different mechanisms of MB-electrode interactions/proper orientation of the aptamer at the electrode surface and minimized interference from non-specific adsorption of BSA. Thus, electrochemical modulation of the aptamer state within the aptamer sensing layer was the key parameter in optimization of the aptamer - ligand interactions at the electrode surface. The results demonstrate the ability of the designed RNA aptamer sequence, integrated within the electrode format, to detect its ligand protein – cancer biomarker uPA – with a specificity and sensitivity sufficient for direct in vivo analysis.
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